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Charge Asymmetry in QCD

to large logarithmic corrections to the partonic cross sec-
tion. For example, if we consider the cross section for
t!t production at fixed pair invariant mass, this partonic
threshold is reached when the pair invariant mass equals
the partonic center-of-mass (c.m.) energy M2

t!t ! s. At the
nth order of perturbation theory, the large threshold cor-
rections arise as !2"n

S #logm$1% "̂&=$1% "̂&'" with m (
2n% 1, where "̂ ! M2

t!t=s and the ‘‘"’’ distribution will be
reviewed below. The maximum value, m ! 2n% 1 cor-
responds to the leading logarithms (LL), m ! 2n% 2
to next-to-leading logarithms (NLL), and so forth. Near
threshold, the perturbative calculation produces potentially
large corrections at all orders in the strong coupling !S.
These corrections are addressed by threshold resummation.
This is particularly relevant for the Tevatron case, where
the hadronic c.m. energy is not too much larger than twice
the top mass, 2mt, so that "̂ is on average rather close to
unity. Related considerations also apply at the LHC when
the pair is produced with M2

t!t ) 4m2
t .

For heavy quark production, threshold resummation has
been derived to NLL accuracy [18,21], and recently to
next-to-next-to-leading logarithm [24]. The results of
[18] have been presented for an arbitrary c.m. scattering
angle of the produced top quark, which makes it possible to
obtain a resummed charge asymmetry from them. Among
the processes that contribute to the charge asymmetry, only
q !q annihilation contains threshold logarithms, while the
flavor excitation qg process is suppressed near threshold.
As we shall discuss in some detail, it turns out that the
leading logarithms in the charge-asymmetric part of q !q
annihilation cancel at O$!3

s&. This is because the charge-
asymmetric part is a difference of cross sections with the
top or the antitop produced at a certain angle, and the
leading logarithms enter in association with the O$!2

S&
q !q ! t!t Born process, which is charge symmetric. We
shall return to this point below and will find that beyond
O$!2

S& the charge-asymmetric cross section is enhanced
by the same threshold logarithms as the symmetric one.
We also note that the gg fusion process is charge symmet-
ric to all orders; nonetheless its resummation can be rele-
vant also for the charge asymmetry as it contributes to
the denominator of the asymmetry and may thus dilute it
somewhat. This effect does not lead to significant suppres-
sion, however, because of the higher-order threshold en-
hancements to the asymmetric cross section, which we
will exhibit below.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we give the basic formulas associated with the
charge asymmetry and discuss the near-threshold behavior
atO$!2

S&. In Sec. III we present the relevant expressions for
the NLL-resummed t!t cross section as a function of the
t!t pair invariant mass and the top c.m. scattering angle.
Section IV presents our phenomenological results for
Tevatron kinematics, and we summarize our findings in
Sec. V.

II. PERTURBATIVE CROSS SECTION, CHARGE
ASYMMETRY, AND PARTONIC THRESHOLD

We consider inclusive t!t production in hadronic
collisions,

HA$PA& "HB$PB& ! t$pt&!t$p!t& " X$pX&; (1)

where we have indicated the momenta. We introduce the
invariant mass squared of the t!t pair:M2

t!t ! $pt " p!t&2, and
the variable " * M2

t!t=S with S ! $PA " PB&2. The factor-
ized cross section for the process is written in terms of
convolutions of parton distributions fHA

a and fHB
b for par-

tons a, b in hadronsHA,HB, respectively, with perturbative
partonic hard-scattering cross sections #̂ab:

d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

!
X

ab

Z 1

0
dxa

Z 1

0
dxbf

HA
a $xa;%2&fHB

b $xb;%2&

+ 1

s

d2#̂ab$"̂; cos$;%2=s&
d"̂d cos$

; (2)

where the sum runs over all partonic subprocesses that
produce top-quark pairs. We have introduced the partonic
variable "̂ ! M2

t!t=s ! "=xaxb. We define $ as the produc-
tion angle of the top quark in the partonic center-of-mass
frame. We note from the outset that this is not the definition
adopted in the Tevatron experiments, where the asymmetry
is considered as a function of the rapidity difference "yt of
the t and !t. However, for LO kinematics, the two definitions
are directly related through [17] tanh$"y=2& ! & cos$,
with & !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1% 4m2

t =s
p

the top-quark velocity. As the par-
tonic threshold regime is characterized by LO kinematics,
we expect our resummed results below to be very faithful
representations also of the effects expected for the Tevatron
definition (see also [6]). In fact, we have found that for
quantities integrated over angle, the charge asymmetries
for the two definitions agree at the level of about 2% or
better. The integration limits in Eq. (2) are determined
by the conditions [22] s , M2

t!t , 4m2
t =$1% &2cos2$&.

Finally, the scale % denotes the factorization and renor-
malization scales, which we take to be equal throughout
this study.
We next define the charge-asymmetric and charge-

averaged cross sections:

d"#

dM2
t!td cos$

* 1

2

"
d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

% d2#HAHB!!ttX

dM2
t!td cos$

#
;

d !#

dM2
t!td cos$

* 1

2

"
d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

" d2#HAHB!!ttX

dM2
t!td cos$

#
;

and the corresponding charge asymmetry

Ac$M2
t!t; cos$& *

d"#

d#
: (3)

To lowest order (LO), t!t pairs are produced by the
processes q !q ! t!t and gg ! t!t. These produce the top
and the antitop evenly at a given production angle $, so
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Differential:

Total:

angle of top with proton in partonic cms

Inclusive Asymmetry

Exclusive Asymmetry

AT =
!

dXd!!!
dXd!̄

tt̄j1 · · · jn Opposite sign to inclusive

(S. Dittmaier, P. Uwer and S. Weinzierl)



(Kuhn, Rodrigo)
Contributions to Asymmetric x-section

+ flavour excitation

C3a!
1

NC
2
Tr ! !a

2

!b

2

!c

2
"Tr! !a

2

!c

2

!b

2
"

!
1

16NC
2

" f abc
2 "dabc

2 #,

C3b!
1

NC
2
Tr! !a

2

!b

2

!c

2
"Tr! !b

2

!c

2

!a

2
"

!
1

16NC
2

"# f abc
2 "dabc

2 #, "4#

where NC!3, f abc
2 !24, and dabc

2 !40/3. Without color fac-
tors the contributions to the cross section from Figs. 3a and

3b are related by

d$3a"Q ,Q̄ #!#d$3b"Q̄ ,Q #, "5#

which holds true both for two- and three-particle cuts. The

asymmetric piece thus originates from the dabc
2 term, and its

form is thus equivalent to the corresponding QED reaction

with the replacement of the quark charges and QED coupling

by the color factor

%QED
3 Qq

3QQ
3!

1

NC
2

1

16
dabc
2 %s

3 . "6#

The production cross section, on the other hand, is obtained

from the corresponding QED process through the replace-

ment

%QED
2 Qq

2QQ
2!

1

NC
2
NCTFCF%s

2 , "7#

with TF!1/2, CF!4/3. The QCD asymmetry is thus ob-

tained from the QED results by the replacement

%QEDQqQQ!
dabc
2

16NCTFCF

%s!
5

12
%s . "8#

Let us note in passing that the cuts through diagrams in-

volving the triple gluon coupling "Figs. 3c,3d,3e# lead to
charge symmetric terms. For Figs. 3c and 3e this can be seen

as follows: its contribution involves the factor Tr &'%(Q”
"M )'((Q”̄ #M )) which is evidently symmetric under the
exchange of Q and Q̄ . The remainder of the diagram de-

pends on Q"Q̄ only, which leads to the charge symmetry of

the whole amplitude. The same line of reasoning applies to

Fig. 3d, as far as the exchange of the initial quarks is con-

cerned. Charge conjugation invariance then implies that also

Fig. 3d is symmetric under the exchange between Q and Q̄ .

These terms have to be combined with the charge-symmetric

CFCA terms from Figs. 3a and 3b to yield a gauge-invariant

combination.

Although the relevant ingredients for the charge-

asymmetric piece are already listed in the original QED pub-

lications *9,10+ "and the later works on hadronic heavy flavor
production in *5–8+#, the compact formulas shall be listed in
the Appendix for completeness and convenience of the

reader. In a first step virtual and soft radiation are combined,

with a cut on the gluon energy, Ecut
g *see the Appendix, Eq.

"A5#+. The logarithmic divergence of this result for small
Ecut
g is cancelled by the corresponding divergence for real

radiation. A particularly compact formula for the asymmetric

piece of the hard radiation is given in Eq. "A3#. To obtain
finally the asymmetric piece of the inclusive cross section for

q" q̄!Q"X , "9#

the integral over the real gluon spectrum is performed nu-

merically.

The differential charge asymmetry at the partonic level

can then be defined through

Â"cos ,̂ #!
Nt"cos ,̂ ##N t̄"cos ,̂ #

Nt"cos ,̂ #"N t̄"cos ,̂ #
, "10#

where ,̂ denotes the top quark production angle in the qq̄

rest frame and N(cos ,̂)!d$/d-(cos ,̂). Since N t̄(cos ,̂)
!Nt(#cos ,̂) as a consequence of charge conjugation sym-
metry, Â(cos ,̂) can also be interpreted as a forward-

backward asymmetry of top quarks. In this case the denomi-

nator is of course given by the Born cross section for the

reaction qq̄!QQ̄ *see Eq. "A14#+. In Fig. 4, Â(cos ,̂) is
displayed for !ŝ!400 GeV, 600 GeV, and 1 TeV for mt

!175 GeV. For completeness we also display the result for

bb̄ production at !ŝ!400 GeV with mb!4.6 GeV. The

strong coupling constant is evaluated at the scale .!!ŝ/2
from %s(mZ)!0.118.
The integrated charge asymmetry

FIG. 4. Differential charge asymmetry in top quark pair produc-

tion for fixed partonic center-of-mass energies !ŝ!400 GeV "solid
line#, 600 GeV "dashed line#, and 1 TeV "dotted line#. We also plot

the differential asymmetry for b quarks with !ŝ!400 GeV "dash-
dotted line#.
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cos !xsec contributions ~

At Tevatron lead to sizable 
Forward Backward Asymmetry

Incl. Asym. measured at CDF/D0:
0.12± 0.080.24± 0.13 /

SM ~ 0.08 Resum. ~1%

(M. T. Bowen, S. D. Ellis and D. Rainwater)
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annihilation cancel at O$!3

s&. This is because the charge-
asymmetric part is a difference of cross sections with the
top or the antitop produced at a certain angle, and the
leading logarithms enter in association with the O$!2

S&
q !q ! t!t Born process, which is charge symmetric. We
shall return to this point below and will find that beyond
O$!2

S& the charge-asymmetric cross section is enhanced
by the same threshold logarithms as the symmetric one.
We also note that the gg fusion process is charge symmet-
ric to all orders; nonetheless its resummation can be rele-
vant also for the charge asymmetry as it contributes to
the denominator of the asymmetry and may thus dilute it
somewhat. This effect does not lead to significant suppres-
sion, however, because of the higher-order threshold en-
hancements to the asymmetric cross section, which we
will exhibit below.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we give the basic formulas associated with the
charge asymmetry and discuss the near-threshold behavior
atO$!2

S&. In Sec. III we present the relevant expressions for
the NLL-resummed t!t cross section as a function of the
t!t pair invariant mass and the top c.m. scattering angle.
Section IV presents our phenomenological results for
Tevatron kinematics, and we summarize our findings in
Sec. V.

II. PERTURBATIVE CROSS SECTION, CHARGE
ASYMMETRY, AND PARTONIC THRESHOLD

We consider inclusive t!t production in hadronic
collisions,

HA$PA& "HB$PB& ! t$pt&!t$p!t& " X$pX&; (1)

where we have indicated the momenta. We introduce the
invariant mass squared of the t!t pair:M2

t!t ! $pt " p!t&2, and
the variable " * M2

t!t=S with S ! $PA " PB&2. The factor-
ized cross section for the process is written in terms of
convolutions of parton distributions fHA

a and fHB
b for par-

tons a, b in hadronsHA,HB, respectively, with perturbative
partonic hard-scattering cross sections #̂ab:

d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

!
X

ab

Z 1

0
dxa

Z 1

0
dxbf

HA
a $xa;%2&fHB

b $xb;%2&

+ 1

s

d2#̂ab$"̂; cos$;%2=s&
d"̂d cos$

; (2)

where the sum runs over all partonic subprocesses that
produce top-quark pairs. We have introduced the partonic
variable "̂ ! M2

t!t=s ! "=xaxb. We define $ as the produc-
tion angle of the top quark in the partonic center-of-mass
frame. We note from the outset that this is not the definition
adopted in the Tevatron experiments, where the asymmetry
is considered as a function of the rapidity difference "yt of
the t and !t. However, for LO kinematics, the two definitions
are directly related through [17] tanh$"y=2& ! & cos$,
with & !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1% 4m2

t =s
p

the top-quark velocity. As the par-
tonic threshold regime is characterized by LO kinematics,
we expect our resummed results below to be very faithful
representations also of the effects expected for the Tevatron
definition (see also [6]). In fact, we have found that for
quantities integrated over angle, the charge asymmetries
for the two definitions agree at the level of about 2% or
better. The integration limits in Eq. (2) are determined
by the conditions [22] s , M2

t!t , 4m2
t =$1% &2cos2$&.

Finally, the scale % denotes the factorization and renor-
malization scales, which we take to be equal throughout
this study.
We next define the charge-asymmetric and charge-

averaged cross sections:

d"#

dM2
t!td cos$

* 1

2

"
d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

% d2#HAHB!!ttX

dM2
t!td cos$

#
;

d !#

dM2
t!td cos$

* 1

2

"
d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

" d2#HAHB!!ttX

dM2
t!td cos$

#
;

and the corresponding charge asymmetry

Ac$M2
t!t; cos$& *

d"#

d#
: (3)

To lowest order (LO), t!t pairs are produced by the
processes q !q ! t!t and gg ! t!t. These produce the top
and the antitop evenly at a given production angle $, so
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d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

!
X

ab

Z 1

0
dxa

Z 1

0
dxbf

HA
a $xa;%2&fHB

b $xb;%2&

+ 1

s

d2#̂ab$"̂; cos$;%2=s&
d"̂d cos$

; (2)

where the sum runs over all partonic subprocesses that
produce top-quark pairs. We have introduced the partonic
variable "̂ ! M2

t!t=s ! "=xaxb. We define $ as the produc-
tion angle of the top quark in the partonic center-of-mass
frame. We note from the outset that this is not the definition
adopted in the Tevatron experiments, where the asymmetry
is considered as a function of the rapidity difference "yt of
the t and !t. However, for LO kinematics, the two definitions
are directly related through [17] tanh$"y=2& ! & cos$,
with & !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1% 4m2

t =s
p

the top-quark velocity. As the par-
tonic threshold regime is characterized by LO kinematics,
we expect our resummed results below to be very faithful
representations also of the effects expected for the Tevatron
definition (see also [6]). In fact, we have found that for
quantities integrated over angle, the charge asymmetries
for the two definitions agree at the level of about 2% or
better. The integration limits in Eq. (2) are determined
by the conditions [22] s , M2

t!t , 4m2
t =$1% &2cos2$&.

Finally, the scale % denotes the factorization and renor-
malization scales, which we take to be equal throughout
this study.
We next define the charge-asymmetric and charge-

averaged cross sections:

d"#

dM2
t!td cos$

* 1

2

"
d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

% d2#HAHB!!ttX

dM2
t!td cos$

#
;

d !#

dM2
t!td cos$

* 1

2

"
d2#HAHB!t!tX

dM2
t!td cos$

" d2#HAHB!!ttX

dM2
t!td cos$

#
;

and the corresponding charge asymmetry

Ac$M2
t!t; cos$& *

d"#

d#
: (3)

To lowest order (LO), t!t pairs are produced by the
processes q !q ! t!t and gg ! t!t. These produce the top
and the antitop evenly at a given production angle $, so
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Threshold Corrections in tt̄ Production

!̂ =
M2

tt̄

ŝ
partonic threshold !̂ ! 1

that the charge asymmetry vanishes. Beyond LO, however,
q !q annihilation as well as the flavor excitation process
qg ! t!tq have charge-asymmetric contributions [13],
while gg scattering remains symmetric. For the q !q anni-
hilation process, the asymmetry arises from three gluons
connecting the light-quark and the top-quark lines. In the
case of inclusive t!t production, the asymmetry receives
contributions from real diagrams for q !q ! t!tg and from
virtual corrections in q !q ! t!t. The charge-asymmetric
pieces for the O!!3

S" subprocesses have been computed
in detail in [13]; they are also included of course in the full
next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations of the top-quark
cross section [10–12].

As we discussed in the introduction, large double- and
single-logarithmic corrections arise at higher orders in the
partonic cross sections for q !q annihilation and gg fusion
when "̂ becomes large, that is, whenM2

t!t # s. The structure
of the NLO terms in the q !q annihilation cross section
becomes, for example,

d2#̂NLO
q !q !"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

$ C1!$"%!1% "̂" & C2!$"
!

1

1% "̂

"

&

& C3!$"
!
log!1% "̂"
1% "̂

"

&
& . . . ; (4)

where the ellipses denote terms that are finite near partonic
threshold. We have suppressed the dependence on the
factorization/renormalization scale, as we will often do in
the following. The ‘‘&’’ distribution is defined as usual by

Z 1

x
dz'g!z"(&f!z" $

Z 1

x
dzg!z"!f!z" % f!1""

% f!1"
Z x

0
dzg!z": (5)

The coefficients Ci may be found in Ref. [22]. It turns out
that only C1 and C2 possess charge-asymmetric pieces,
while the double-logarithmic part associated with C3 is
symmetric and thus cancels in the asymmetry at lowest or-
der. This is a result of the factorization of collinear loga-
rithms, which do not interfere with color flow in the hard
scattering [18]. As a result, the charge-asymmetric contri-
butions in q !q ! t!tg and q !q ! t!t each have an infrared (but
no collinear) singularity at O!!3

s" [13], which cancels in
their sum and leaves behind a single logarithm, represented
by the term proportional to 1=!1% "̂"& in Eq. (4). We will
see in the next section, however, that, starting with the next
order, leading logarithms contribute to the asymmetric
cross section as an overall factor.

III. NLL RESUMMATION

The resummation of the soft-gluon contributions is or-
ganized in Mellin-N moment space. We take a moment of
the hadronic cross section with respect to the variable ":

d#N

d cos$
)

Z 1

0
d""N%1 d2#

d"d cos$
: (6)

Under Mellin moments, the convolutions in the factorized
cross section near threshold become products:

d#N

d cos$
$

X

ab

fHA;N
a !&2"fHB;N

b !&2"#̂ab!N; $"; (7)

where the fHA;N
a , fHB;N

b are the Mellin moments of the
parton distributions, defined by analogy to Eq. (6), and
where

#̂ ab!N; $" $
Z 1

0
d"̂"̂N%1 d

2#̂ab!"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

: (8)

The threshold limit ("̂ ! 1) now corresponds to N ! 1 in
moment space.
Threshold resummation results in exponentiation of the

soft-gluon corrections in moment space. Unlike color sin-
glet cases like the Drell-Yan process, in heavy-flavor pro-
duction soft gluons emitted at large angles interfere with
the color structure of the underlying Born process. One
must then take into account all color structures and sum
over them. The details of this procedure were worked out
for scattering at fixed angles in [18,19,25]. For a given
partonic channel (ab $ q !q, gg), the resumed perturbative
cross section is given by1

#̂ !res"
ab !N; $" $ Cab!$""a!N""b!N"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g; (9)

where we have suppressed for simplicity the dependence of
the various functions on the pair mass Mt!t, but have kept
dependence on the scattering angle $ wherever it occurs.
Even before defining the various factors in the resummed
cross section, we may note that it naturally gives rise to a
charge asymmetry. In Eq. (9), all dependence on the c.m.
scattering angle $ resides in the color trace part and in the
coefficients Cab. Therefore, these generate the charge-
asymmetric part of the cross section near threshold:

"#̂!res"
q !q !N;$" $ !"q!N""2'Cq !q!$"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g

% Cq !q!%$"TrfH!0"
ab !$"

* 'Sab!N;%$"(yS!0"abSab!N;%$"g(: (10)

It is the ratio of Eq. (10) and its charge-averaged counter-
part that defines the asymmetry. We anticipate that, when
expanding the resummed expression to next-to-leading
order, leading logarithms cancel and the C2 term in
Eq. (4) is reproduced.

1See, in particular, Eq. (50) of Ref. [19].
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that the charge asymmetry vanishes. Beyond LO, however,
q !q annihilation as well as the flavor excitation process
qg ! t!tq have charge-asymmetric contributions [13],
while gg scattering remains symmetric. For the q !q anni-
hilation process, the asymmetry arises from three gluons
connecting the light-quark and the top-quark lines. In the
case of inclusive t!t production, the asymmetry receives
contributions from real diagrams for q !q ! t!tg and from
virtual corrections in q !q ! t!t. The charge-asymmetric
pieces for the O!!3

S" subprocesses have been computed
in detail in [13]; they are also included of course in the full
next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations of the top-quark
cross section [10–12].

As we discussed in the introduction, large double- and
single-logarithmic corrections arise at higher orders in the
partonic cross sections for q !q annihilation and gg fusion
when "̂ becomes large, that is, whenM2

t!t # s. The structure
of the NLO terms in the q !q annihilation cross section
becomes, for example,

d2#̂NLO
q !q !"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

$ C1!$"%!1% "̂" & C2!$"
!

1

1% "̂

"

&

& C3!$"
!
log!1% "̂"
1% "̂

"

&
& . . . ; (4)

where the ellipses denote terms that are finite near partonic
threshold. We have suppressed the dependence on the
factorization/renormalization scale, as we will often do in
the following. The ‘‘&’’ distribution is defined as usual by

Z 1

x
dz'g!z"(&f!z" $

Z 1

x
dzg!z"!f!z" % f!1""

% f!1"
Z x

0
dzg!z": (5)

The coefficients Ci may be found in Ref. [22]. It turns out
that only C1 and C2 possess charge-asymmetric pieces,
while the double-logarithmic part associated with C3 is
symmetric and thus cancels in the asymmetry at lowest or-
der. This is a result of the factorization of collinear loga-
rithms, which do not interfere with color flow in the hard
scattering [18]. As a result, the charge-asymmetric contri-
butions in q !q ! t!tg and q !q ! t!t each have an infrared (but
no collinear) singularity at O!!3

s" [13], which cancels in
their sum and leaves behind a single logarithm, represented
by the term proportional to 1=!1% "̂"& in Eq. (4). We will
see in the next section, however, that, starting with the next
order, leading logarithms contribute to the asymmetric
cross section as an overall factor.

III. NLL RESUMMATION

The resummation of the soft-gluon contributions is or-
ganized in Mellin-N moment space. We take a moment of
the hadronic cross section with respect to the variable ":

d#N

d cos$
)

Z 1

0
d""N%1 d2#

d"d cos$
: (6)

Under Mellin moments, the convolutions in the factorized
cross section near threshold become products:

d#N

d cos$
$

X

ab

fHA;N
a !&2"fHB;N

b !&2"#̂ab!N; $"; (7)

where the fHA;N
a , fHB;N

b are the Mellin moments of the
parton distributions, defined by analogy to Eq. (6), and
where

#̂ ab!N; $" $
Z 1

0
d"̂"̂N%1 d

2#̂ab!"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

: (8)

The threshold limit ("̂ ! 1) now corresponds to N ! 1 in
moment space.
Threshold resummation results in exponentiation of the

soft-gluon corrections in moment space. Unlike color sin-
glet cases like the Drell-Yan process, in heavy-flavor pro-
duction soft gluons emitted at large angles interfere with
the color structure of the underlying Born process. One
must then take into account all color structures and sum
over them. The details of this procedure were worked out
for scattering at fixed angles in [18,19,25]. For a given
partonic channel (ab $ q !q, gg), the resumed perturbative
cross section is given by1

#̂ !res"
ab !N; $" $ Cab!$""a!N""b!N"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g; (9)

where we have suppressed for simplicity the dependence of
the various functions on the pair mass Mt!t, but have kept
dependence on the scattering angle $ wherever it occurs.
Even before defining the various factors in the resummed
cross section, we may note that it naturally gives rise to a
charge asymmetry. In Eq. (9), all dependence on the c.m.
scattering angle $ resides in the color trace part and in the
coefficients Cab. Therefore, these generate the charge-
asymmetric part of the cross section near threshold:

"#̂!res"
q !q !N;$" $ !"q!N""2'Cq !q!$"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g

% Cq !q!%$"TrfH!0"
ab !$"

* 'Sab!N;%$"(yS!0"abSab!N;%$"g(: (10)

It is the ratio of Eq. (10) and its charge-averaged counter-
part that defines the asymmetry. We anticipate that, when
expanding the resummed expression to next-to-leading
order, leading logarithms cancel and the C2 term in
Eq. (4) is reproduced.

1See, in particular, Eq. (50) of Ref. [19].
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that the charge asymmetry vanishes. Beyond LO, however,
q !q annihilation as well as the flavor excitation process
qg ! t!tq have charge-asymmetric contributions [13],
while gg scattering remains symmetric. For the q !q anni-
hilation process, the asymmetry arises from three gluons
connecting the light-quark and the top-quark lines. In the
case of inclusive t!t production, the asymmetry receives
contributions from real diagrams for q !q ! t!tg and from
virtual corrections in q !q ! t!t. The charge-asymmetric
pieces for the O!!3

S" subprocesses have been computed
in detail in [13]; they are also included of course in the full
next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations of the top-quark
cross section [10–12].

As we discussed in the introduction, large double- and
single-logarithmic corrections arise at higher orders in the
partonic cross sections for q !q annihilation and gg fusion
when "̂ becomes large, that is, whenM2

t!t # s. The structure
of the NLO terms in the q !q annihilation cross section
becomes, for example,

d2#̂NLO
q !q !"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

$ C1!$"%!1% "̂" & C2!$"
!

1

1% "̂

"

&

& C3!$"
!
log!1% "̂"
1% "̂

"

&
& . . . ; (4)

where the ellipses denote terms that are finite near partonic
threshold. We have suppressed the dependence on the
factorization/renormalization scale, as we will often do in
the following. The ‘‘&’’ distribution is defined as usual by

Z 1

x
dz'g!z"(&f!z" $

Z 1

x
dzg!z"!f!z" % f!1""

% f!1"
Z x

0
dzg!z": (5)

The coefficients Ci may be found in Ref. [22]. It turns out
that only C1 and C2 possess charge-asymmetric pieces,
while the double-logarithmic part associated with C3 is
symmetric and thus cancels in the asymmetry at lowest or-
der. This is a result of the factorization of collinear loga-
rithms, which do not interfere with color flow in the hard
scattering [18]. As a result, the charge-asymmetric contri-
butions in q !q ! t!tg and q !q ! t!t each have an infrared (but
no collinear) singularity at O!!3

s" [13], which cancels in
their sum and leaves behind a single logarithm, represented
by the term proportional to 1=!1% "̂"& in Eq. (4). We will
see in the next section, however, that, starting with the next
order, leading logarithms contribute to the asymmetric
cross section as an overall factor.

III. NLL RESUMMATION

The resummation of the soft-gluon contributions is or-
ganized in Mellin-N moment space. We take a moment of
the hadronic cross section with respect to the variable ":

d#N

d cos$
)

Z 1

0
d""N%1 d2#

d"d cos$
: (6)

Under Mellin moments, the convolutions in the factorized
cross section near threshold become products:

d#N

d cos$
$

X

ab

fHA;N
a !&2"fHB;N

b !&2"#̂ab!N; $"; (7)

where the fHA;N
a , fHB;N

b are the Mellin moments of the
parton distributions, defined by analogy to Eq. (6), and
where

#̂ ab!N; $" $
Z 1

0
d"̂"̂N%1 d

2#̂ab!"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

: (8)

The threshold limit ("̂ ! 1) now corresponds to N ! 1 in
moment space.
Threshold resummation results in exponentiation of the

soft-gluon corrections in moment space. Unlike color sin-
glet cases like the Drell-Yan process, in heavy-flavor pro-
duction soft gluons emitted at large angles interfere with
the color structure of the underlying Born process. One
must then take into account all color structures and sum
over them. The details of this procedure were worked out
for scattering at fixed angles in [18,19,25]. For a given
partonic channel (ab $ q !q, gg), the resumed perturbative
cross section is given by1

#̂ !res"
ab !N; $" $ Cab!$""a!N""b!N"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g; (9)

where we have suppressed for simplicity the dependence of
the various functions on the pair mass Mt!t, but have kept
dependence on the scattering angle $ wherever it occurs.
Even before defining the various factors in the resummed
cross section, we may note that it naturally gives rise to a
charge asymmetry. In Eq. (9), all dependence on the c.m.
scattering angle $ resides in the color trace part and in the
coefficients Cab. Therefore, these generate the charge-
asymmetric part of the cross section near threshold:

"#̂!res"
q !q !N;$" $ !"q!N""2'Cq !q!$"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g

% Cq !q!%$"TrfH!0"
ab !$"

* 'Sab!N;%$"(yS!0"abSab!N;%$"g(: (10)

It is the ratio of Eq. (10) and its charge-averaged counter-
part that defines the asymmetry. We anticipate that, when
expanding the resummed expression to next-to-leading
order, leading logarithms cancel and the C2 term in
Eq. (4) is reproduced.

1See, in particular, Eq. (50) of Ref. [19].
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that the charge asymmetry vanishes. Beyond LO, however,
q !q annihilation as well as the flavor excitation process
qg ! t!tq have charge-asymmetric contributions [13],
while gg scattering remains symmetric. For the q !q anni-
hilation process, the asymmetry arises from three gluons
connecting the light-quark and the top-quark lines. In the
case of inclusive t!t production, the asymmetry receives
contributions from real diagrams for q !q ! t!tg and from
virtual corrections in q !q ! t!t. The charge-asymmetric
pieces for the O!!3

S" subprocesses have been computed
in detail in [13]; they are also included of course in the full
next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations of the top-quark
cross section [10–12].

As we discussed in the introduction, large double- and
single-logarithmic corrections arise at higher orders in the
partonic cross sections for q !q annihilation and gg fusion
when "̂ becomes large, that is, whenM2

t!t # s. The structure
of the NLO terms in the q !q annihilation cross section
becomes, for example,

d2#̂NLO
q !q !"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

$ C1!$"%!1% "̂" & C2!$"
!

1

1% "̂

"

&

& C3!$"
!
log!1% "̂"
1% "̂

"

&
& . . . ; (4)

where the ellipses denote terms that are finite near partonic
threshold. We have suppressed the dependence on the
factorization/renormalization scale, as we will often do in
the following. The ‘‘&’’ distribution is defined as usual by

Z 1

x
dz'g!z"(&f!z" $

Z 1

x
dzg!z"!f!z" % f!1""

% f!1"
Z x

0
dzg!z": (5)

The coefficients Ci may be found in Ref. [22]. It turns out
that only C1 and C2 possess charge-asymmetric pieces,
while the double-logarithmic part associated with C3 is
symmetric and thus cancels in the asymmetry at lowest or-
der. This is a result of the factorization of collinear loga-
rithms, which do not interfere with color flow in the hard
scattering [18]. As a result, the charge-asymmetric contri-
butions in q !q ! t!tg and q !q ! t!t each have an infrared (but
no collinear) singularity at O!!3

s" [13], which cancels in
their sum and leaves behind a single logarithm, represented
by the term proportional to 1=!1% "̂"& in Eq. (4). We will
see in the next section, however, that, starting with the next
order, leading logarithms contribute to the asymmetric
cross section as an overall factor.

III. NLL RESUMMATION

The resummation of the soft-gluon contributions is or-
ganized in Mellin-N moment space. We take a moment of
the hadronic cross section with respect to the variable ":

d#N

d cos$
)

Z 1

0
d""N%1 d2#

d"d cos$
: (6)

Under Mellin moments, the convolutions in the factorized
cross section near threshold become products:

d#N

d cos$
$

X

ab

fHA;N
a !&2"fHB;N

b !&2"#̂ab!N; $"; (7)

where the fHA;N
a , fHB;N

b are the Mellin moments of the
parton distributions, defined by analogy to Eq. (6), and
where

#̂ ab!N; $" $
Z 1

0
d"̂"̂N%1 d

2#̂ab!"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

: (8)

The threshold limit ("̂ ! 1) now corresponds to N ! 1 in
moment space.
Threshold resummation results in exponentiation of the

soft-gluon corrections in moment space. Unlike color sin-
glet cases like the Drell-Yan process, in heavy-flavor pro-
duction soft gluons emitted at large angles interfere with
the color structure of the underlying Born process. One
must then take into account all color structures and sum
over them. The details of this procedure were worked out
for scattering at fixed angles in [18,19,25]. For a given
partonic channel (ab $ q !q, gg), the resumed perturbative
cross section is given by1

#̂ !res"
ab !N; $" $ Cab!$""a!N""b!N"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g; (9)

where we have suppressed for simplicity the dependence of
the various functions on the pair mass Mt!t, but have kept
dependence on the scattering angle $ wherever it occurs.
Even before defining the various factors in the resummed
cross section, we may note that it naturally gives rise to a
charge asymmetry. In Eq. (9), all dependence on the c.m.
scattering angle $ resides in the color trace part and in the
coefficients Cab. Therefore, these generate the charge-
asymmetric part of the cross section near threshold:

"#̂!res"
q !q !N;$" $ !"q!N""2'Cq !q!$"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g

% Cq !q!%$"TrfH!0"
ab !$"

* 'Sab!N;%$"(yS!0"abSab!N;%$"g(: (10)

It is the ratio of Eq. (10) and its charge-averaged counter-
part that defines the asymmetry. We anticipate that, when
expanding the resummed expression to next-to-leading
order, leading logarithms cancel and the C2 term in
Eq. (4) is reproduced.

1See, in particular, Eq. (50) of Ref. [19].
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that the charge asymmetry vanishes. Beyond LO, however,
q !q annihilation as well as the flavor excitation process
qg ! t!tq have charge-asymmetric contributions [13],
while gg scattering remains symmetric. For the q !q anni-
hilation process, the asymmetry arises from three gluons
connecting the light-quark and the top-quark lines. In the
case of inclusive t!t production, the asymmetry receives
contributions from real diagrams for q !q ! t!tg and from
virtual corrections in q !q ! t!t. The charge-asymmetric
pieces for the O!!3

S" subprocesses have been computed
in detail in [13]; they are also included of course in the full
next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations of the top-quark
cross section [10–12].

As we discussed in the introduction, large double- and
single-logarithmic corrections arise at higher orders in the
partonic cross sections for q !q annihilation and gg fusion
when "̂ becomes large, that is, whenM2

t!t # s. The structure
of the NLO terms in the q !q annihilation cross section
becomes, for example,

d2#̂NLO
q !q !"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

$ C1!$"%!1% "̂" & C2!$"
!

1

1% "̂

"
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!
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"

&
& . . . ; (4)

where the ellipses denote terms that are finite near partonic
threshold. We have suppressed the dependence on the
factorization/renormalization scale, as we will often do in
the following. The ‘‘&’’ distribution is defined as usual by

Z 1

x
dz'g!z"(&f!z" $

Z 1

x
dzg!z"!f!z" % f!1""

% f!1"
Z x

0
dzg!z": (5)

The coefficients Ci may be found in Ref. [22]. It turns out
that only C1 and C2 possess charge-asymmetric pieces,
while the double-logarithmic part associated with C3 is
symmetric and thus cancels in the asymmetry at lowest or-
der. This is a result of the factorization of collinear loga-
rithms, which do not interfere with color flow in the hard
scattering [18]. As a result, the charge-asymmetric contri-
butions in q !q ! t!tg and q !q ! t!t each have an infrared (but
no collinear) singularity at O!!3

s" [13], which cancels in
their sum and leaves behind a single logarithm, represented
by the term proportional to 1=!1% "̂"& in Eq. (4). We will
see in the next section, however, that, starting with the next
order, leading logarithms contribute to the asymmetric
cross section as an overall factor.

III. NLL RESUMMATION

The resummation of the soft-gluon contributions is or-
ganized in Mellin-N moment space. We take a moment of
the hadronic cross section with respect to the variable ":

d#N

d cos$
)

Z 1

0
d""N%1 d2#

d"d cos$
: (6)

Under Mellin moments, the convolutions in the factorized
cross section near threshold become products:

d#N

d cos$
$

X

ab

fHA;N
a !&2"fHB;N

b !&2"#̂ab!N; $"; (7)

where the fHA;N
a , fHB;N

b are the Mellin moments of the
parton distributions, defined by analogy to Eq. (6), and
where

#̂ ab!N; $" $
Z 1

0
d"̂"̂N%1 d

2#̂ab!"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

: (8)

The threshold limit ("̂ ! 1) now corresponds to N ! 1 in
moment space.
Threshold resummation results in exponentiation of the

soft-gluon corrections in moment space. Unlike color sin-
glet cases like the Drell-Yan process, in heavy-flavor pro-
duction soft gluons emitted at large angles interfere with
the color structure of the underlying Born process. One
must then take into account all color structures and sum
over them. The details of this procedure were worked out
for scattering at fixed angles in [18,19,25]. For a given
partonic channel (ab $ q !q, gg), the resumed perturbative
cross section is given by1

#̂ !res"
ab !N; $" $ Cab!$""a!N""b!N"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g; (9)

where we have suppressed for simplicity the dependence of
the various functions on the pair mass Mt!t, but have kept
dependence on the scattering angle $ wherever it occurs.
Even before defining the various factors in the resummed
cross section, we may note that it naturally gives rise to a
charge asymmetry. In Eq. (9), all dependence on the c.m.
scattering angle $ resides in the color trace part and in the
coefficients Cab. Therefore, these generate the charge-
asymmetric part of the cross section near threshold:

"#̂!res"
q !q !N;$" $ !"q!N""2'Cq !q!$"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g

% Cq !q!%$"TrfH!0"
ab !$"

* 'Sab!N;%$"(yS!0"abSab!N;%$"g(: (10)

It is the ratio of Eq. (10) and its charge-averaged counter-
part that defines the asymmetry. We anticipate that, when
expanding the resummed expression to next-to-leading
order, leading logarithms cancel and the C2 term in
Eq. (4) is reproduced.

1See, in particular, Eq. (50) of Ref. [19].
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Resummation of threshold logarithms

Mellin moment space:

x-section factors

that the charge asymmetry vanishes. Beyond LO, however,
q !q annihilation as well as the flavor excitation process
qg ! t!tq have charge-asymmetric contributions [13],
while gg scattering remains symmetric. For the q !q anni-
hilation process, the asymmetry arises from three gluons
connecting the light-quark and the top-quark lines. In the
case of inclusive t!t production, the asymmetry receives
contributions from real diagrams for q !q ! t!tg and from
virtual corrections in q !q ! t!t. The charge-asymmetric
pieces for the O!!3

S" subprocesses have been computed
in detail in [13]; they are also included of course in the full
next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations of the top-quark
cross section [10–12].

As we discussed in the introduction, large double- and
single-logarithmic corrections arise at higher orders in the
partonic cross sections for q !q annihilation and gg fusion
when "̂ becomes large, that is, whenM2

t!t # s. The structure
of the NLO terms in the q !q annihilation cross section
becomes, for example,

d2#̂NLO
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"
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where the ellipses denote terms that are finite near partonic
threshold. We have suppressed the dependence on the
factorization/renormalization scale, as we will often do in
the following. The ‘‘&’’ distribution is defined as usual by
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The coefficients Ci may be found in Ref. [22]. It turns out
that only C1 and C2 possess charge-asymmetric pieces,
while the double-logarithmic part associated with C3 is
symmetric and thus cancels in the asymmetry at lowest or-
der. This is a result of the factorization of collinear loga-
rithms, which do not interfere with color flow in the hard
scattering [18]. As a result, the charge-asymmetric contri-
butions in q !q ! t!tg and q !q ! t!t each have an infrared (but
no collinear) singularity at O!!3

s" [13], which cancels in
their sum and leaves behind a single logarithm, represented
by the term proportional to 1=!1% "̂"& in Eq. (4). We will
see in the next section, however, that, starting with the next
order, leading logarithms contribute to the asymmetric
cross section as an overall factor.

III. NLL RESUMMATION

The resummation of the soft-gluon contributions is or-
ganized in Mellin-N moment space. We take a moment of
the hadronic cross section with respect to the variable ":

d#N

d cos$
)

Z 1

0
d""N%1 d2#

d"d cos$
: (6)

Under Mellin moments, the convolutions in the factorized
cross section near threshold become products:
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X
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fHA;N
a !&2"fHB;N

b !&2"#̂ab!N; $"; (7)

where the fHA;N
a , fHB;N

b are the Mellin moments of the
parton distributions, defined by analogy to Eq. (6), and
where

#̂ ab!N; $" $
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2#̂ab!"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

: (8)

The threshold limit ("̂ ! 1) now corresponds to N ! 1 in
moment space.
Threshold resummation results in exponentiation of the

soft-gluon corrections in moment space. Unlike color sin-
glet cases like the Drell-Yan process, in heavy-flavor pro-
duction soft gluons emitted at large angles interfere with
the color structure of the underlying Born process. One
must then take into account all color structures and sum
over them. The details of this procedure were worked out
for scattering at fixed angles in [18,19,25]. For a given
partonic channel (ab $ q !q, gg), the resumed perturbative
cross section is given by1

#̂ !res"
ab !N; $" $ Cab!$""a!N""b!N"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g; (9)

where we have suppressed for simplicity the dependence of
the various functions on the pair mass Mt!t, but have kept
dependence on the scattering angle $ wherever it occurs.
Even before defining the various factors in the resummed
cross section, we may note that it naturally gives rise to a
charge asymmetry. In Eq. (9), all dependence on the c.m.
scattering angle $ resides in the color trace part and in the
coefficients Cab. Therefore, these generate the charge-
asymmetric part of the cross section near threshold:

"#̂!res"
q !q !N;$" $ !"q!N""2'Cq !q!$"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g

% Cq !q!%$"TrfH!0"
ab !$"

* 'Sab!N;%$"(yS!0"abSab!N;%$"g(: (10)

It is the ratio of Eq. (10) and its charge-averaged counter-
part that defines the asymmetry. We anticipate that, when
expanding the resummed expression to next-to-leading
order, leading logarithms cancel and the C2 term in
Eq. (4) is reproduced.

1See, in particular, Eq. (50) of Ref. [19].
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that the charge asymmetry vanishes. Beyond LO, however,
q !q annihilation as well as the flavor excitation process
qg ! t!tq have charge-asymmetric contributions [13],
while gg scattering remains symmetric. For the q !q anni-
hilation process, the asymmetry arises from three gluons
connecting the light-quark and the top-quark lines. In the
case of inclusive t!t production, the asymmetry receives
contributions from real diagrams for q !q ! t!tg and from
virtual corrections in q !q ! t!t. The charge-asymmetric
pieces for the O!!3

S" subprocesses have been computed
in detail in [13]; they are also included of course in the full
next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations of the top-quark
cross section [10–12].

As we discussed in the introduction, large double- and
single-logarithmic corrections arise at higher orders in the
partonic cross sections for q !q annihilation and gg fusion
when "̂ becomes large, that is, whenM2

t!t # s. The structure
of the NLO terms in the q !q annihilation cross section
becomes, for example,
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where the ellipses denote terms that are finite near partonic
threshold. We have suppressed the dependence on the
factorization/renormalization scale, as we will often do in
the following. The ‘‘&’’ distribution is defined as usual by
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The coefficients Ci may be found in Ref. [22]. It turns out
that only C1 and C2 possess charge-asymmetric pieces,
while the double-logarithmic part associated with C3 is
symmetric and thus cancels in the asymmetry at lowest or-
der. This is a result of the factorization of collinear loga-
rithms, which do not interfere with color flow in the hard
scattering [18]. As a result, the charge-asymmetric contri-
butions in q !q ! t!tg and q !q ! t!t each have an infrared (but
no collinear) singularity at O!!3

s" [13], which cancels in
their sum and leaves behind a single logarithm, represented
by the term proportional to 1=!1% "̂"& in Eq. (4). We will
see in the next section, however, that, starting with the next
order, leading logarithms contribute to the asymmetric
cross section as an overall factor.

III. NLL RESUMMATION

The resummation of the soft-gluon contributions is or-
ganized in Mellin-N moment space. We take a moment of
the hadronic cross section with respect to the variable ":

d#N

d cos$
)

Z 1

0
d""N%1 d2#

d"d cos$
: (6)

Under Mellin moments, the convolutions in the factorized
cross section near threshold become products:
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fHA;N
a !&2"fHB;N

b !&2"#̂ab!N; $"; (7)

where the fHA;N
a , fHB;N

b are the Mellin moments of the
parton distributions, defined by analogy to Eq. (6), and
where

#̂ ab!N; $" $
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0
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2#̂ab!"̂; cos$"
d"̂d cos$

: (8)

The threshold limit ("̂ ! 1) now corresponds to N ! 1 in
moment space.
Threshold resummation results in exponentiation of the

soft-gluon corrections in moment space. Unlike color sin-
glet cases like the Drell-Yan process, in heavy-flavor pro-
duction soft gluons emitted at large angles interfere with
the color structure of the underlying Born process. One
must then take into account all color structures and sum
over them. The details of this procedure were worked out
for scattering at fixed angles in [18,19,25]. For a given
partonic channel (ab $ q !q, gg), the resumed perturbative
cross section is given by1

#̂ !res"
ab !N; $" $ Cab!$""a!N""b!N"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g; (9)

where we have suppressed for simplicity the dependence of
the various functions on the pair mass Mt!t, but have kept
dependence on the scattering angle $ wherever it occurs.
Even before defining the various factors in the resummed
cross section, we may note that it naturally gives rise to a
charge asymmetry. In Eq. (9), all dependence on the c.m.
scattering angle $ resides in the color trace part and in the
coefficients Cab. Therefore, these generate the charge-
asymmetric part of the cross section near threshold:

"#̂!res"
q !q !N;$" $ !"q!N""2'Cq !q!$"TrfH!0"

ab !$"

* 'Sab!N; $"(yS!0"abSab!N; $"g

% Cq !q!%$"TrfH!0"
ab !$"

* 'Sab!N;%$"(yS!0"abSab!N;%$"g(: (10)

It is the ratio of Eq. (10) and its charge-averaged counter-
part that defines the asymmetry. We anticipate that, when
expanding the resummed expression to next-to-leading
order, leading logarithms cancel and the C2 term in
Eq. (4) is reproduced.

1See, in particular, Eq. (50) of Ref. [19].
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Resumm. can be schematically written

We now give explicit formulas for the expansions of the resummed exponents to NLL accuracy
following the general approach of [29]. The functions !a,b(N) become

ln !a(N, !S(µ
2), M2

tt̄/µ
2) = ln N̄ h(1)

a (") + h(2)
a (", M2

tt̄/µ
2) + O

!

!S(!S ln N)k
"

. (21)

Here " = b0!S(µ2) ln N̄ with N̄ = Ne!E , where #E is the Euler constant. The functions h(1,2) are
given by

h(1)
a (") =

A(1)
a

2$b0"
[2" + (1 ! 2") ln(1 ! 2")] , (22)

h(2)
a (", M2

tt̄/µ
2) = !

A(2)
a

2$2b2
0

[2" + ln(1 ! 2")] +
A(1)

a

2$b0
ln(1 ! 2") ln

M2
tt̄

µ2

+
A(1)

a b1

2$b3
0

#

2" + ln(1 ! 2") +
1

2
ln2(1 ! 2")

$

, (23)

where b0 = (11CA ! 2Nf) /12$, and

b1 =
1

24$2

!

17C2
A ! 5CANf ! 3CFNf

"

. (24)

The function h(1)
a above contains all LL terms in the perturbative series, while h(2)

a is of NLL only.
For a complete NLL resummation one also needs the expansion of the integral in Eq. (16), given
by,

lnSab (N, %) =
ln(1 ! 2")

2$b0
"S,(1)

qq̄ (%) . (25)

While the full structure of the resummed expressions is rather long and complicated, a major
simplification occurs when one expands it for small & and ignores the coe#cient Cab. One finds
in this case

'̂(res)
qq̄ (N, %) = '̂(Born)

qq̄ (%) (!q(N))2

%

1 +
& cos %(8CF ! 3CA) ln(1 ! 2")

$b0

&

e!
CA
2!b0

ln(1!2") . (26)

Here, the factor 8CF ! 3CA is the typical color factor associated with the QCD charge asym-
metry [13]. One can see how the single threshold logarithm arises at the first order in !S in
the charge-asymmetric part. The charge-asymmetric piece is suppressed by the factor &, but
enhanced by the term ln(1 ! 2"). All factors outside the curly brackets are common to the
charge-asymmetric and the charge-summed parts and are expected to largely cancel in the charge
asymmetry at hadron level. We note that in the limit & " 0 our formulas above reproduce the
moment-space expressions for the resummed total heavy-flavor cross section derived in [21].

In our discussion below, we use the full formula (10) when calculating the charge asymmetry.
Since the matrices involved for the qq̄ subprocess are two-dimensional, it is straightforward to
perform the required exponentiations and other manipulations, explicitly employing a diagonal
color basis for these 2 # 2 matrices [18]. For the (charge-symmetric) gg subprocess, the matrices
are three-dimensional, and this procedure becomes more complicated. We found it simpler here
to do the matrix manipulations numerically, calculating in particular the matrix exponentials by
expanding the exponential series to the tenth order. We emphasize again that the gg process is
charge-symmetric. Thus, it only contributes to the denominator of the charge asymmetry, diluting
the asymmetry somewhat, because the e$ects of threshold resummation can be larger for gluons
than for quarks.
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The lower set of lines in Fig. 1 shows our results for the
charge-asymmetric cross section d!!=dMt"t as a function
of the t"t pair mass, while the upper set presents the charge-
averaged one, d "!=dMt"t. We show here the cross sections
integrated over 0 ! cos" ! 1. In both cases, we show by
the dotted lines the lowest-order result, which is O"#2

S# in
the charge-averaged case, and O"#3

S# in the asymmetric
part. In the former case, this result is just based on the usual
Born cross processes, q "q ! t"t and gg ! t"t. For the
charge-asymmetric part, we make use of the expressions
given in the appendix of [13]. This includes the small
contribution by the quark-gluon flavor excitation process
qg ! t"tq. Next in Fig. 1 we show the first-order expansion
of the resummed cross sections (dashed lines), which are
approximations to the full NLO result. In case of the
charge-asymmetric piece, which only starts at NLO, we
can check the quality of this approximation by comparing
the dotted and dashed lines. One can see that the two re-
sults agree very well in this case, implying that the thresh-
old corrections addressed by resummation dominate.4

For the charge-asymmetric part, we also show (dashed-
dotted lines) the second-order expansion of the resummed
cross section, which is of O"#4

S#, because this contains the
first nontrivial QCD correction in this case. The solid lines
finally show the full NLL-resummed result. One can see

that resummation has a very significant impact on the
predicted cross sections, in particular, for the charge-
asymmetric part at high Mt"t. Note that for the resummed
curve for this part we have performed a matching to the full
O"#3

S# result of [13] by correcting it by the difference
between the dotted and dashed lines. In this way, the
O"#3

S# is taken into account in full, and the soft-gluon
contributions beyond NLO are resummed to NLL.
In Fig. 2 we analyze the scale dependence of the results,

for both the charge-asymmetric and averaged parts. The
dashed-dotted lines correspond to a variation of Mt"t=2 !
$ ! 2Mt"t, with the central lines (dotted) the ones for $ $
Mt"t already shown in Fig. 1. The higher results are obtained
for the lower choice of scale. The dashed and solid lines
display the same for the resummed cross sections. One can
see a very significant reduction of scale dependence, in
particular, for the charge-averaged cross section. This im-
provement in scale dependence due to threshold resumma-
tion is in line with similar findings in the literature for other
cross sections [21–23,33,34]. We note that the fact that
t"t production at the Tevatron proceeds primarily through
q "q valence-valence annihilation helps here, since only the
flavor-diagonal nonsinglet evolution matters, which is part
of the resummation formula [21,33].
Figure 3 shows the charge asymmetries Ac $ d!!=d "!

corresponding to the various curves in Fig. 1, as functions
of the pair mass. As before, the dotted line shows the LO
result, the solid represents the full resummed result, and the
dashed one is the expansion of the resummed cross section.
For the latter we expand the cross section to O"#4

S# in the
numerator of the asymmetry, and to O"#3

S# in the denomi-
nator, thus taking into account the first nontrivial QCD
correction in both cases. Had we expanded both numerator
and denominator toO"#3

S#, the numerator would be at LO,
and an artificially small asymmetry would result. One can
see that the various results are rather close, implying that

FIG. 1 (color online). Charge-asymmetric and charge-
averaged cross sections d!!=dMt"t and d "!=dMt"t as func-
tions of the t"t pair mass, integrated over 0 ! cos" ! 1.
Dotted lines are LO, dashed lines include the first-order correc-
tions generated by resummation, and solid lines show the full
resummed result. For the charge-asymmetric part, we also show
the second-order expansion of the resummed cross section,
which is of O"#4

S#, because this contains the first nontrivial
QCD correction in this case.

FIG. 2 (color online). Scale dependence of the LO (dotted and
dashed-dotted lines) and NLL-resummed (solid and dashed
lines) cross sections, for a scale variation Mt"t=2 ! $ ! 2Mt"t.

4In principle, one may carry out the same check for the charge-
symmetric cross section at fixed Mt"t and " by comparing to the
full NLO calculations of [10,11]. Such a study is unlikely to
change our results here qualitatively and would go beyond the
scope of this work.
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the net effect of resummation on the charge asymmetry
is not large. This is related to the fact that the double-
logarithmic factors / !!q!N""2 in the resummation for-
mula are the same for the charge-asymmetric and averaged
parts. Towards lowerMt"t, where the speed of the produced
top quark becomes small, all asymmetries become small on
account of Eq. (26). At large pair masses, the additional
single threshold logarithm enhances the asymmetry.

In Fig. 4 we consider the asymmetry as a function of
cos!, with Mt"t integrated over the allowed kinematic re-
gion. Again the net effect of resummation on the asym-
metry is relatively moderate. Integration over Mt"t leads
generally to a smaller asymmetry, because lower pair
masses, at which the asymmetry decreases when going
from the LO to the resummed case (see Fig. 3), dominate
the cross section. As Figs. 3 and 4 show, the resummed
asymmetries grow substantially with both pair mass, when

integrated over rapidity, and with the relative rapidity of
the pair. Interestingly, these results are consistent with the
explicit NLO results presented in Refs. [14,15], which
indicate a decrease in the charge asymmetry, and even a
reversal of its sign, for top pair plus jet cross sections. In
such final states, the NLO virtual corrections to inclusive
pair production are absent, and it is the latter corrections
that determine the sign of the asymmetry itself.
We finally turn to the total charge asymmetry Atot

c ,
integrated over Mt"t and 0 # cos! # 1. At LO, using the
scale " $ Mt"t=2, we find Atot

c $ 6:7%. Resummation re-
sults in only a small change, Atot

c $ 6:6%. We note that
when varying the scale over the range mt # " # Mt"t, the
LO charge-symmetric part of the cross section varies by
about %20% around its central value, which is improved
by resummation to a variation of about %3%. The scale
dependence of the asymmetric part of the cross section
improves from %28% to %13%. The resummed asymme-
try shows a variation over this range of scales of about
%12%. Thus our results for the higher-order corrections to
Atot
c are well consistent with the estimate of a &30%

uncertainty made in Ref. [6].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have presented a study of the next-to-leading-
logarithmic QCD threshold resummation effects on the
charge asymmetry in inclusive t"t production at the
Tevatron. We have found that the asymmetry is stable
with respect to the higher-order corrections generated by
threshold resummation. We have also found that resumma-
tion significantly decreases the dependence of the results
on the factorization and renormalization scales, thus mak-
ing the standard model prediction for the asymmetry more
reliable.
It will be interesting to extend these studies to the case of

t"tjet production, for which sizable negative NLO correc-
tions have been found [15]. Also, there will be interesting
applications at the LHC in situations near partonic thresh-
old, i.e., when the t"t pair mass becomes of the order of
1 TeVor larger. Because the initial pp state is symmetric,
one needs to apply additional cuts (for example, on the
t"t pair rapidity) here in order to generate a nonvanishing
charge asymmetry [13].
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FIG. 3. Charge asymmetry corresponding to the curves in
Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but as a function of cos!, integrated
over the t"t pair mass.
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The lower set of lines in Fig. 1 shows our results for the
charge-asymmetric cross section d!!=dMt"t as a function
of the t"t pair mass, while the upper set presents the charge-
averaged one, d "!=dMt"t. We show here the cross sections
integrated over 0 ! cos" ! 1. In both cases, we show by
the dotted lines the lowest-order result, which is O"#2

S# in
the charge-averaged case, and O"#3

S# in the asymmetric
part. In the former case, this result is just based on the usual
Born cross processes, q "q ! t"t and gg ! t"t. For the
charge-asymmetric part, we make use of the expressions
given in the appendix of [13]. This includes the small
contribution by the quark-gluon flavor excitation process
qg ! t"tq. Next in Fig. 1 we show the first-order expansion
of the resummed cross sections (dashed lines), which are
approximations to the full NLO result. In case of the
charge-asymmetric piece, which only starts at NLO, we
can check the quality of this approximation by comparing
the dotted and dashed lines. One can see that the two re-
sults agree very well in this case, implying that the thresh-
old corrections addressed by resummation dominate.4

For the charge-asymmetric part, we also show (dashed-
dotted lines) the second-order expansion of the resummed
cross section, which is of O"#4

S#, because this contains the
first nontrivial QCD correction in this case. The solid lines
finally show the full NLL-resummed result. One can see

that resummation has a very significant impact on the
predicted cross sections, in particular, for the charge-
asymmetric part at high Mt"t. Note that for the resummed
curve for this part we have performed a matching to the full
O"#3

S# result of [13] by correcting it by the difference
between the dotted and dashed lines. In this way, the
O"#3

S# is taken into account in full, and the soft-gluon
contributions beyond NLO are resummed to NLL.
In Fig. 2 we analyze the scale dependence of the results,

for both the charge-asymmetric and averaged parts. The
dashed-dotted lines correspond to a variation of Mt"t=2 !
$ ! 2Mt"t, with the central lines (dotted) the ones for $ $
Mt"t already shown in Fig. 1. The higher results are obtained
for the lower choice of scale. The dashed and solid lines
display the same for the resummed cross sections. One can
see a very significant reduction of scale dependence, in
particular, for the charge-averaged cross section. This im-
provement in scale dependence due to threshold resumma-
tion is in line with similar findings in the literature for other
cross sections [21–23,33,34]. We note that the fact that
t"t production at the Tevatron proceeds primarily through
q "q valence-valence annihilation helps here, since only the
flavor-diagonal nonsinglet evolution matters, which is part
of the resummation formula [21,33].
Figure 3 shows the charge asymmetries Ac $ d!!=d "!

corresponding to the various curves in Fig. 1, as functions
of the pair mass. As before, the dotted line shows the LO
result, the solid represents the full resummed result, and the
dashed one is the expansion of the resummed cross section.
For the latter we expand the cross section to O"#4

S# in the
numerator of the asymmetry, and to O"#3

S# in the denomi-
nator, thus taking into account the first nontrivial QCD
correction in both cases. Had we expanded both numerator
and denominator toO"#3

S#, the numerator would be at LO,
and an artificially small asymmetry would result. One can
see that the various results are rather close, implying that

FIG. 1 (color online). Charge-asymmetric and charge-
averaged cross sections d!!=dMt"t and d "!=dMt"t as func-
tions of the t"t pair mass, integrated over 0 ! cos" ! 1.
Dotted lines are LO, dashed lines include the first-order correc-
tions generated by resummation, and solid lines show the full
resummed result. For the charge-asymmetric part, we also show
the second-order expansion of the resummed cross section,
which is of O"#4

S#, because this contains the first nontrivial
QCD correction in this case.

FIG. 2 (color online). Scale dependence of the LO (dotted and
dashed-dotted lines) and NLL-resummed (solid and dashed
lines) cross sections, for a scale variation Mt"t=2 ! $ ! 2Mt"t.

4In principle, one may carry out the same check for the charge-
symmetric cross section at fixed Mt"t and " by comparing to the
full NLO calculations of [10,11]. Such a study is unlikely to
change our results here qualitatively and would go beyond the
scope of this work.
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Scale Dependence:



pp VS pp̄

@ LHC, Total FB Asymmetry Vanishes

However, the charge asymmetry in QCD still
leads to the same sign asym. 

More work needed to perform threshold 
resummation in this regime.

(Kuhn, Rodrigo)



Summary 
Charge Asymmetry in tt production

robust with respect to higher orders 
generated by threshold resummation

Charge Asymmetries from QCD increase with 

At LHC, need increased information on tops
to exploit differences in top distributions.


